Trump Pulls World From Brink Of War By
Warning “Deep State” America Will Leave
Syria
By Sorcha Faal
A hopefully worded new Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) report circulating
in the Kremlin today states that President Donald Trump has singlehandedly
pulled the world back from the brink of total war after he publically rebuked the
American shadow government “Deep State” by declaring that the United
States is going to leave Syria with his saying “we're there for one reason: to
get ISIS and get rid of ISIS, and to go home...we’re not there for any other
reason and we’ve largely accomplished our goal”—and that by his doing so,
enabled, just hours ago, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) to
unanimously adopt the Swedish-Kuwaiti sponsored landmark Resolution
2401.

According to this report, over the past fortnight, the “Deep State” has pushed
incessantly for a global war—and by whose actions led to an estimated 200
Russian citizens in Syria being killed in the “Euphrates Massacre” when they
were deliberately “targeted for death” by US warplanes—and that, also, saw
Turkey invading Syria after the US stated its intention to create a new 30,000
strong terrorist army—and to which Turkey warned the Americans to soon
expect an “Ottoman Slap”.
With the “Deep State” pushing the world to brink of the unthinkable, this report
continues, this past week Russia ordered the Americans to leave Syria—as
this never before seen in history showdown was quickly spiraling out of
control—and whose only outcome would, most assuredly, lead to the shattering
defeat of the West.
In their seeking to accelerate their plans for global war, this report details,
“Deep State” elements within the US military this past week shockingly began
to remove captured Islamic State (ISIS/IS/Daesh) commanders from their
prison cells by helicopter then flying them into the Damascus suburb of

Eastern Ghouta—and who upon arriving there, then began unleashing a
massive shelling attack upon innocent civilians with their, also, targeting the
Russian Reconciliation Center.
With these “Deep State” backed terrorists refusing all Russian attempts to end
this needless violence, this report notes, they then sealed their borders to keep
the civilians under their brutal control from leaving—and that was immediately
responded to by Russian air forces beginning a non-stop obliteration campaign
in Eastern Ghouta to destroy all of these terrorists’ headquarters, arm depots
and fighters—with the Syrian Arab Army’s (SAA) 7th Armored Division and
elite 4th Division Tiger Force then moving in to destroy these terrorists
forever.
Keeping the truth about what was happening from the American people, this
report says, the “Deep State” used the nefarious actions of their terrorists to
create an international Cause Célèbre—a controversial issue that attracts a
great deal of public attention—decrying the loss of civilian life caused by
Russian and Syrian forces actions to stop this needless bloodshed—but that
President Putin, 3 days ago, quickly countered by ordering into the Syrian war
zone for the first time two fearsome Su-57 PAK-FA “Nuclear Strike” Stealth
Fighters—with his ordering another two of these dreaded warplanes to Syria
on Friday.

Feared Russian Su-57 PAK-FA “Nuclear Strike” Stealth Fighters begin arriving in Syria
on 22-23 February 2018

Within 2 hours of the second set of these feared Russian Su-57 PAK-FA
“Nuclear Strike” Stealth Fighters arriving in Syria on Friday, this report
continues, President Trump spoke at a joint news conference with Australian
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull at the White House—and where, for the
first time, he openly rebuked “Deep State” elements within the Pentagon and
State Department by his declaring that the United States had no intention
whatsoever of staying in Syria.
Putting his words into action 24-hours later, this report notes, President Trump
then ordered his United Nations delegation, yesterday, to accept the Swedish-

Kuwaiti sponsored Resolution 2401 that calls for a 30-day cessation of
hostilities in Syria—but that, most importantly, doesn’t apply to the “Deep
State’s” terrorists, and that says:
Affirms that the cessation of hostilities shall not apply to military operations
against the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL, also known as Daesh), Al
Qaeda and Al Nusra Front (ANF), and all other individuals, groups,
undertakings and entities associated with Al Qaeda or ISIL, and other terrorist
groups, as designated by the Security Council.

The critical importance of Resolution 2401 not applying to these “Deep
State’s” terrorists, this report explains, is due to the US-backed terrorist forces
in Eastern Ghouta refusing to protect the lives of the civilians under their brutal
control—and who wrote directly to the United Nations Security Council
shockingly stating that they would not give up their “human shields”, and who
declared: “we refuse categorically any initiative that includes getting the
residents out of their homes and moving them elsewhere”.
With these US-backed “Deep State” terrorists in Eastern Ghouta now targeting
hospitals in Damascus, but who are now not protected by Resolution 2401,
this report continues, just hours ago Syrian military forces began a major
offensive, led by the elite Tiger Division against these terrorists—but with no
major advances, as of yet, being reported.

Elite Syrian Tiger Division forces begin major offensive to retake Eastern Ghouta from
US-backed terrorists on 25 February 2018

With the Foreign Ministry saying that it expects the patrons of opposition
forces in Syria to ensure the Resolution 2401 ceasefire observance, and its
further warning that “we will block any attempts to fuel anti-Russian and
anti-Syrian hysteria and derail the Syrian peace process”, this report
concludes, President Trump is, also, showing his determination to remove his
nation from Syria so peace can be achieved by his scheduling “sensitive” talks
with the patron nations to this conflict of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the United
Arab Emirates in order to extricate them from “Deep State” control—but whose
consequence for failure has, perhaps, been best articulated by the American
intellectual Edward Curtin who has just warned what the “Deep State” has
planned in their “war to end all wars”:
We are moving toward a global war that will become nuclear if an international
anti-war movement doesn’t quickly arise to stop it.
These sinister players have signaled us quite clearly what they have in store.
All signs point toward an upcoming large-scale Israeli/U.S. attack on Lebanon
and Syria, and all the sycophantic mainstream media are in the kitchen
prepping for the feast.
Russia and Iran are the main course, with Lebanon and Syria, who will be
devoured first, as the hors d’oeuvres.

